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MEETING BOX H. 2700 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MEETING BOX is a free-standing modular “room-in-a-box” system, designed to create enclosed spaces 

with solid and/or glazed wall panels, equipped with a customizable ceiling cover. 

The system is appropriate for determining private areas in open space environments, which can be used 

for a range of purposes. 

The exclusive option of dividing MEETING BOX into two separate, acoustically insulated workspaces can 

be used to set up areas dedicated to different activities and optimize the space. 

 

The system consists of an extruded aluminium construction, with exposed parts in anodized or coated 

finish. Two coextruded rigid/flexible PVC gaskets provide an acoustic seal around the whole partition.  

A second floor track (86x15/30) and a head track (86x38) with “telescopic” coupling, plus a +/- 10 mm 

adjustment leveller make it possible to compensate for uneven floors or ceilings..  

MEETING BOX is not fitted with its own floor and is designed to stand on the floor of the premises. Extruded 

PVC gaskets assure an acoustic seal between floor and construction. 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
 

 

1 – CEILING COVER  

      Structure consists of sandwich panels (total thickness of 19 mm) covered in black fabric. 

 

 

2 – CEILING 

      Three standard versions: 

1. Fabric embedded in an aluminium frame. 

2. Mesh panels of different sizes to suit the Box configuration 

3. Sound baffles (35x30 cm) 

 

 

1. Fabric 

     100% recycled woven polyester from bottles; weight 525 g/lm-350 g/m²; maximum height 1400 mm. 

     The fabric is laid on aluminium framework.  

     In the 60mm gap of the MEETING BOX, a 30mm black polyester pad with high sound absorption 

properties is laid on the top. 

 
2. Metal panels 

System with different sized metal panels merely resting on the construction.                       

This is a highly versatile product, designed for inspection without special equipment. 

A sound-absorbing non-woven fabric is mounted on the mesh panels.  

 

3. Sound baffles 

     With their simple, minimal design and eye-catching aesthetics, the IVM SOUND BAFFLES are the 

perfect solution for a high-performance false ceiling that assures acoustic comfort, seismic safety 

and perfect incorporation of light fixtures. 

     Their vertical configuration determines the perfect combination of function, comfort, design and 

emotion. A 30mm black polyester pad with high sound absorption properties is laid on the top. 

 
       

3 – CONSTRUCTION 

     The construction is made from extruded aluminium, with exposed parts in anodized or coated finish.  

 The base structure is fitted with levellers.  

 MEETING BOX is not fitted with its own floor and is designed to stand on the floor of the premises.  

     Extruded PVC gaskets assure an acoustic seal between floor and construction. 

 

4 – GLAZED PANELS 

     These consist of Kira 2V 5+5 clear laminated safety glass, double-glazed and flush with the outside. 

 

5 – SOLID PANELS 

     These panels are made from 18 mm-thick particleboard, with a density of about 650 kg/m³, melamine-

coated on both sides (120 g/m²) and with a scratch-proof and anti-reflective surface. Panels can be 

configured as all-solid panels (particleboard on the inside and outside); with embedded panelling on 

the inside; with thermoformed panels with a pitch of L. 1000 or 500 mm, (internal side) stemming from 

the need to improve acoustics in rooms by absorbing the sound frequencies in a different way.  

     Wiring can be inserted in the system cavity. 

 

 

6 – HINGED DOORS 

     The hinged door of the double-glazed, single-glazed and wood in-frame versions is the same thickness 

as the partition wall (86mm). In the hollow-core wood version, the hinged door is 60mm thick with a 

60x25 aluminium frame. 

     Acoustic damper seal and recessed door closer available on request for all versions. The hinges swing 

open to 180° and are adjustable from the outside.  
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7 – SLIDING DOORS 

The sliding doors come with 4+0.38+4 thick single central safety glass leaf.  

The door slides open and closed on carriages (Kira system).  

The gap between the leaf and frame is sealed by soft, grey plastic brushes. The 35mm-thick panel 

provides good acoustic insulation also thanks to the acoustic damper seal inside the bottom rail. 

 

 

INTERIOR LIGHTING 

The lighting consists of LED bars—19.2 W/m - 24V - IP20, 4000K cool light, 2120 Lm/m—powered by a driver 

installed above the ceiling.   

The bars are installed to suit the Meeting Box configuration.  

(See proposed configurations in price list)  

 

PERIMETER LIGHTING 

The perimeter lighting consists of 14.4 W/m - 24V - IP20 LED strips, 4000K cool light, 1600 Lm/m, powered by 

a driver installed above the ceiling.  

RGB LEDs are available on request. When connected to the IOT IVM booking system, these change 

colour (red, green or blue) to match the booking status.  

(booked - free - occupied) 

 

STANDARD DCV SYSTEM 

A demand-controlled ventilation (DCV) system assures fresh air inside the MEETING BOX.  

The unit is fitted with management software connected to sensors that monitor the indoor air quality. The 

DCV system varies air circulation and filtering in response to the sensor readings. 

A special APP for the software can also be used to manage the system as follows: 

- Switch the ventilation system on and off 

- Activate the automatic or manual system  

- Display the build-up of CO2 and VOCs 

- Regulate the airflow. 

The DCV system (with relative ducts) is installed on the ceiling cover. 

Air vent grilles in the ceiling supply and extract air.  

 

 

DCV SYSTEM WITH HEATING & COOLING 

In addition to the specifications of the standard DCV system, the unit ventilator with active cooling cycle 

means air can be supplied at up to 8° C cooler (or hotter) than the outdoor air. 

The unit consists of two components: 

• Unit ventilator  

• Reversible heating/cooling heat pump with horizontal compressor to minimise height. 

This unit does not require an outlet for condensation because this evaporates in the expelled air. 

The DCV system (with relative ducts) is installed on the ceiling cover. 

Ducting around the perimeter of the false ceiling cavity supplies and expels air.  
 

 

MEETING BOX MANAGEMENT SYSTEM  

The basic version comes with a series of passive infrared (PIR) occupancy sensors to control lighting, 

power supply and DCV and keeps them operating while occupancy is detected. At a certain point after 

the sensor detects no occupancy, it switches off lights and power to save energy.  

On request, optional sensor features include controlling all the dimmable (on request) ceiling lights, 

internal temperature, fan speed, and switch on and off screens or other IT systems that may be inside the 

MEETING BOX. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


